
• Partnership assets are invested in 15 qualifying large-cap
cryptocurrencies using a market-cap weighting methodology

• All potential holdings must satisfy "pre-regulatory"
compliance screening and US exchange listing eligibility to be
considered for investment by the partnership

• Cryptocurrencies with anonymous transaction features
(privacy coins) and cryptocurrencies designed to track an
underlying currency or commodity (stablecoins, gold-backed
tokens etc.) are excluded from the investment universe

INVESTMENT ADVISORY
US-Based ETF Momentum Investing, LLC (ETFMI) serves as the
LP’s Investment Advisor and is a state registered Investment
Advisor.
 
With a history of developing successful cryptocurrency and
momentum-based investment strategies, ETFMI brings Wall
Street standards to cryptocurrency asset management.

ETFMI employs industry-leading digital asset security protocols
and implements proprietary ‘‘pre-regulatory" compliance
practices in delivering Wall Street-grade risk management.

The SMARTCRYPTO 15 INDEX, LP uses a rules-

based investment process to diversify partnership

capital across the 15 largest cryptocurrencies that

meet the Investment Advisor's criteria for investment

eligible digital assets. The portfolio rebalances and

reconstitutes monthly ensuring that the index will

accurately track the evolving digital asset market in

the United States. Deposits are accepted daily in US

Dollars and select cryptocurrencies. 

 Sarson Funds, LLC is third party marketing company and does not manage assets or provide investment advice. All investment products advertised by or referred to by Sarson Funds are property of their respective owners and are offered under
Regulation D by their respective issuers. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all investments are available to accredited and qualified investors only. All prospective clients must satisfactorily complete investor eligibility and anti-money

laundering screening before being referred to any investment sponsor. The official terms and objectives of any strategy mentioned by Sarson Funds can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents, including but not limited to
its private placement memorandum, limited partnership agreement and subscription agreement. These documents must be read thoroughly prior to investing. The investment advisor is ETF Momentum Investing, LLC an Indiana state-registered

investment advisor. It should not be assumed that information displayed online accurately reflects the current portfolio positioning or investment strategy of any portfolio that any investment sponsor currently manages or managed. Details as
to specific investment strategies can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents.  Any historical returns, expected returns, or projections may not reflect actual future performance.

INVESTMENT PROCESS

ELIGIBLE CoINS

15
NONE

 US ExchangeS ONLY

NUMBER of HOLDings
Portfolio Leverage
MArket Eligibility
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Strategy                                                Inception                           Year to Date

unaudited net PERFORMANCE   |   INCEPTION  - 11.30.20

Minimum Investment: $25,000

Smartcrypto 15 Index, LP                    25.0%                                   25.0%
Passive bitcoin index (BTC)                          42.4%                                      172.8%
mvis top 10 cryptocurrency index          54.8%                                      198.6%

FUND WEIGHTING

Past performance does not indicate future performance. There is no guarantee given or implied by Sarson Funds or any of its investment sponsors. If you follow these strategies you may lose money. No bank guarantees. Not FDIC insured.

MARKET UPDATES                     december 2020

Coronavirus: stimulus packages Creating steam for Crypto 

The 5 largest cryptocurrencies represent nearly 80%
exposure to the total cryptocurrency market cap.

As talks of a second stimulus package surface, legitimacy
of digital assets as a hedge against inflation is
recognized. 

as of 12.01.20

Market:  Cryptocurrency Market Cap nears $400bn

*

*As of 12/23, XRP has been removed from fund eligibility 
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The SMARTCRYPTO 15 INDEX, LP uses a rules-based

investment process to strategically diversify partnership

capital across the 15 largest qualified cryptocurrencies.

 Sarson Funds, LLC is third party marketing company and does not manage assets or provide investment advice. All investment products advertised by or referred to by Sarson Funds are property of their respective owners and are offered under
Regulation D by their respective issuers. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all investments are available to accredited and qualified investors only. All prospective clients must satisfactorily complete investor eligibility and anti-money

laundering screening before being referred to any investment sponsor. The official terms and objectives of any strategy mentioned by Sarson Funds can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents, including but not limited to
its private placement memorandum, limited partnership agreement and subscription agreement. These documents must be read thoroughly prior to investing. The investment advisor is ETF Momentum Investing, LLC an Indiana state-registered

investment advisor. It should not be assumed that information displayed online accurately reflects the current portfolio positioning or investment strategy of any portfolio that any investment sponsor currently manages or managed. Details as
to specific investment strategies can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents.  Any historical returns, expected returns, or projections may not reflect actual future performance.

Past performance does not indicate future performance. There is no guarantee given or implied by Sarson Funds or any of its investment sponsors. If you follow these strategies you may lose money. No bank guarantees. Not FDIC insured.


